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The start of this decade has seen unprecedented levels of disruption across 
the globe.

Leading scientists are suggesting that we face the most significant 
geopolitical, environmental, social, and economic challenges in human history, 
the future is looking more uncertain than ever, and this is impacting leaders, 
teams and workplaces everywhere.

We are in urgent need of more adaptive, creative, and resilient ways to thrive. 

Through my 30+ years of experience as a business leader, my doctoral 
research, and my professional work with hundreds of leaders across business, 
government, NGOs, and education, I see that leaders need help to:

– move beyond just ‘getting through’

– understand how they are making themselves fragile

– improve rather than lose through disruption, challenge, and change

And research tells us this too. 

With disruption stretching into the foreseeable future, studies* have found 
that only 51% of leaders feel confident in their leadership abilities right now. 
And only 42% of their people would agree with this assessment. 

Becoming AntiFragile will help you understand how you can navigate 
uncertainty and learn to thrive through disruption, challenge and change. 

Read more to find out how.

*Leaders Lab, Australian Workplace Report 2020

Can We Learn To Thrive Through 
Disruption and Uncertainty?



As we begin a new decade, our environment is becoming more complex, 
more uncertain, and more affected by ‘wicked problems’ than ever before.

Climate change, scarcity of resources, and the rise of nationalism in global 
political and economic dynamics are having widespread impacts on the way 
we live and relate to each other. 

At the same time, the so-called Fourth Industrial Revolution has brought a 
new complexity to the workplace, with the opportunities of artificial 
intelligence and an increasingly diverse workforce who often work remotely. 

And in our personal lives, we are experiencing and responding to changing 
family structures, more working parents, an ageing population, and 
technology that allows us to be constantly connected – often in all the 
wrong ways. 

Add to this the impact of COVID-19 and now more than ever, we need to 
understand how to thrive through this disruption, challenge, and change. 
We need to let go of old ways of being, doing, and leadering based on the 
belief that we can control and predict what’s coming. 

We need to accept the inevitability of change, stop fighting it, and use it to 
leverage opportunity, growth, and development by asking, How can we be 
better coming out of this than we were coming in?

The thinking that got us here isn’t going to see us through what lies ahead. 
We need to embrace the unknown, the uncertain, the unexpected, the 
unplanned, and the unwanted that life throws at us. 

As leaders we need to be able to navigate the unclear and the unknown, to 
do things without necessarily understanding them, and to do them well. We 
need to face what we can’t predict, and to lean into disruption, challenge, 
and change.

Welcome to the Decade of 
Disruption

We need to become AntiFragile



Three gaps expose our fragility and, unless we take action,  will only get 
bigger in the future. 

They are:

Safety vs risk: from a survival perspective, playing it safe works. But in a 
context that requires us to take intelligent risk to meet the challenges and 
leverage the opportunities we are facing, it no longer serves us. 

Can you stretch your ‘zone of safety’?

Expectation vs reality: much of the fragility we create and the pain we suffer 
comes from the gap between our expectations – what we believe the world 
‘should’ look like – and the reality we experience day to day.

Can you accept the reality you are facing?

Stability vs disruption: in a VUCA world, traditional approaches to 
leadership, strategy, and change just don’t work as they assume a level of 
stability that requires data, analysis, and plans to solve problems and realize 
opportunities; a level of stability that simply doesn’t exist. 

Can you embrace instability and disruption to generate new possibilities?

Mind the Fragility Gaps

SAFETY RISK

EXPECTATIONS REALITY

STABILITY DISRUPTION



More than Resilience
Whether we feel fragile or AntiFragile is the result of the interaction between
the level of disruption we perceive in our world and our capacity to thrive
through it.

When we are fragile, we cannot cope with the level of disruption in our
environment. When we are robust, we are resilient and can withstand the level
of disruption in our environment. As we become AntiFragile, we learn to ‘be
better’ and improve through our experiences of disruption in our environment.

And so AntiFragile exists on a continuum from fragile through robustness to 
AntiFragile. The larger the gap between what is being asked of us from the 
disruption and what we perceive we have to give, the more fragile we are likely 
to feel.

By first reducing and removing fragility and then learning to embrace
challenging experiences as learning opportunities, we can become more
AntiFragile. This result is less stress and anxiety, more energy and clarity, and
higher ‘performance’ across all areas of life.

Disruption is a disturbance that 
creates uncertainty, pressure, and 
challenge because of its impact 
on our context, situation or 
environment. 

The disruption may be positive (a 
promotion, a new relationship, a 
new baby) or negative (job loss, 
ill-health, loss of relationship or 
loved-one) . 

Thriving reflects the levels of 
confidence, motivation, and 
support we perceive we have 
available to deal with disruption 
in our life. 

Thriving is not a static state but 
rather something that emerges in 
response to our situation and 
context; it is natural therefore that 
it will ebb and flow. 



So how are you doing? 
How are you coping with the levels of disruption, challenge and change in 
your life?

Let’s check in.

Thinking back on your experiences at work over the last week, how often 
has each of the following occurred?

0 = never, 5 = half the time, 10 = all the time

Your answers to questions 1,2 and 3 are a rough indicator of the level of 
disruption you are currently experiencing. This is your DISRUPTION score.

Your answers to questions 4,5 and 6 provide some insight into your current 
levels of confidence, motivation and support to deal with the level of 
disruption. This is your THRIVING score.

The Disruption and Thriving scores are out of a maximum of 30, with scores 
above 21 considered High, from 11-20 Medium and 10 or under, Low.

What are your levels of  THRIVING and DISRUPTION?

YOUR EXPERIENCE SCORE

1. I experienced high levels of uncertainty

2. I experienced high levels of change

3. I experienced high levels of challenge

4. I felt able to manage the level of uncertainty in my 
life

5. I was motivated to manage the amount of change 
in my life

6. I had the support I need to manage the level of      
challenge in my life



Becoming AntiFragile doesn’t happen in isolation. It is a dynamic process 
that results from the relationship between disruption in our context and our 
confidence, motivation and support to thrive through it.  Mapping our levels 
of disruption and thriving can help us asses the fragility risks and AntiFragile 
opportunities we face.

What insight does the AntiFragile Map provide for you?

Assessing your AntiFragility

As we accept that disruption, 
challenge and change are 
inevitable, we learn and gain 

from our experiences of uncertainty.
We are Becoming AntiFragile as we 
Thrive through striving. 

If we have higher levels of 
thriving and are in a 
relatively stable 

environment where disruption is 
low, we are Coping in Comfort. The 
risk here is that we become 
stagnant through a lack of 
stimulation and challenge.

If disruption is low and we 
have low levels of thriving, 
our fragility may not be 

tested or exposed. We are  
Surviving for now but will struggle 
when disruption increases.

If disruption is high and our 
confidence, motivation and 
perceived levels of support are 

low, our fragility is exposed; we are at 
risk of Breaking under pressure. 



Old ways of leading, thinking, and 
strategizing, simply cannot work in this 

intense uncertainty.”
Margaret Wheatly



So how can we Become AntiFragile?
The challenge is that in a volatile, complex environment, rules are too 
narrow and prescriptive to work effectively.. Instead, we need heuristics –
practical guiding principles that help us solve problems and learn more 
about ourselves and others. 

I have designed the ROBUST Principles as guiding heuristics to support 
leaders in Becoming AntiFragile. Not rigid or prescriptive, they are flexible 
and expansive, meet the demands of a complex and changing environment 
and reveal a clear pathway forward in your Becoming AntiFragile journey.

Recruit the BrainR
O
B
U
S
T

Operate in Reality

Break the Negative

Use Intelligent Risk

Seek Collective Wisdom

Tackle the Infinite Game

Use the latest evidence from neuroscience to harness the 
capacity and hack the short-circuits of your brain.

Stop emotional leakage and self-sabotage through 
mindfulness and self-coaching.

Remove what doesn’t work and leverage what does to be 
effective and productive through disruption and change.

Share the load, follow the energy and seek out healthy 
conflict to make purposeful progress.

Experiment with experience, discover optionality and 
champion innovation to meet challenge and maximise 
opportunities.

Identify ‘Why’, hunt for what you treasure and play for long 
term outcomes rather than rewarding ego.

Becoming AntiFragile



The essence of Becoming AntiFragile
is being prepared for what we cannot predict.

Dr Paige Williams



We live in a world where disruption and uncertainty are part of our daily 
experience. Becoming AntiFragile means that we accept this and use it to 
support learning, spark creativity and foster growth and development.

Rather than wasting time, effort and energy trying to resist reality, leaders 
who are Becoming AntiFragile use the ROBUST principles to generate 
AntiFragile Energy, foster AntiFragile Attitudes and adopt an AntiFragile 
Mindset that benefit themselves, their team and their workplace.

These leaders accept that this is not a tick-box option, but an ongoing 
journey as their context changes and the challenges and opportunities they 
face shift and move. They understand that there is always the opportunity 
to become more AntiFragile – or more fragile.

These leaders learn to love adventure, risk, and the unknown. To leverage 
randomness and chaos rather than hide from them. To live, love, and grow 
through the unseen, the opaque, and the inexplicable. To lean into 
uncertainty, grow through challenge and change, and learn to thrive in this 
Decade of Disruption.

The good news is that Becoming AntiFragile doesn’t have to be difficult, 
expensive or time-consuming.  By using the ROBUST Principles, small shifts 
in mindsets, attitudes and daily practices can have a big impact on your 
levels of AntiFragility. 

This is why my evidence-based Becoming AntiFragile Toolkit focuses 
on actions that you can easily integrate into your everyday life to foster 
AntiFragility and build your confidence and motivation to navigate 
disruption and uncertainty.

If you’d like to talk about how I can help you, your leaders or your 
organization with Becoming AntiFragile simply click here to arrange a time 
for us to talk.

Are you ready to begin Becoming 
AntiFragile?

https://drpaige.au/contact/


Becoming AntiFragile

WITH YOU
Executive Coaching – With the right tools and support, 
practice and feedback, you can navigate disruption and 
thrive through uncertainty  I excel in helping leaders by 
translating the latest evidence from studies in 
neuroscience, psychology and leadership into small, daily 
AntiFragile leadership practices that can be sustained – no 
matter how busy or disruptive work gets.  
Click here to contact me to find out more and chat about 
your coaching goals.

WITH YOUR LEADERSHIP TEAM
Group Coaching and Training – My AntiFragile Leadership 
Masterclass series is designed to engage, inspire and 
invigorate your leaders as they explore the ROBUST Principles 
and how they can generate AntiFragile Energy, Attitudes and 
Mindsets to meet the challenges and opportunities they face. 
Delivered in a structure and format to meet your needs, there 
are no bystanders or passive observers, as we blend classroom 
learning, real world experiments, and coaching to quickly 
build the knowledge, skills and support that leaders need to 
become AntiFragile - even in the face of uncertainty.  
Click here to book a time for us to talk about what this could 
look like for your leaders.

ACROSS YOUR ORGANISATION
Keynote Speaking Workshops – Expand and extend 
awareness of AntiFragility through in-person or virtual 
keynote speaking workshops. I combine playful humour with 
a meaningful message, streetwise smarts with evidence-
based data and deliver it in a way that feels like dinner (or 
lunch) -table conversation. A powerful blend of education 
and entertainment, my keynote workshops will leave people 
feeling energized, engaged and clear on the action they can 
take to begin their AntiFragile journey.
Click here for us to discuss an agenda for your keynote 
workshop

https://drpaige.au/contact/
https://drpaige.au/contact/
https://drpaige.au/contact/


About Dr Paige Williams

In her own words…
I am passionate about leveraging leadership capacity.

Through my coaching, mentoring, keynote speaking and leadership development 
programs I help leaders replace fear with confidence and confusion with clarity. Doing so 
creates purposeful progress and high performance for themselves and the people they 
lead. I have worked with hundreds of leaders in business, government, NGOs, and 
education, and am honoured to include Specsavers, Swisse, APA Energy, Maroondah City 
Council, the Magistrates Court of Victoria and the University of Melbourne amongst my 
clients.

A combination of real-life leadership experience and deep academic knowledge fuels my 
’superpower’ of translating complex ideas and the latest academic research to make them 
real, relevant, and relatable to the work that leaders do every day.

My commercial experience is broad and deep, and my knowledge of leadership more than 
theoretical. Having spent over 30 years in international leadership roles, I know what it’s 
like to be a leader. This experience, supported by an undergraduate degree in business and 
post-graduate studies in organisational change, led to my doctoral research examining 
how to create positive change and wellbeing in organisations. I continue to research and 
teach as an Honorary Fellow of the Centre for Positive Psychology and an Associate of 
Melbourne Business School at the University of Melbourne.

I love to share my work and have presented at conferences internationally and published in 
a range of academic and non-academic journals, including Psychology Today and Human 
Resource Management. I’ve also been interviewed for a variety of media, including 
television, radio and a variety of podcasts, and I write a regular blog. 

I truly believe that leadership is the most potent leverage point we have to create positive 
change in any system, be it a family, a school, an organisation, or any team. 

And I believe that each of us has a capacity for leadership 
that we have yet to realise.

Determined to help leaders move beyond just the need for 
resilience to become AntiFragile, Paige Williams, PhD helps 
leaders understand how to feel well, do well and lead well 
so that they can benefit from the dynamic, complex, and 
uncertain environment in which most organisations 
operate. 

An Honorary Fellow of the Centre for Positive Psychology at 
the University of Melbourne and an Associate of Melbourne 
Business School, Paige uses a potent blend of positive 
psychology, neuroscience, leadership research, and her 30+ 
years of international business leadership experience to 
provide practical, evidence-based pathways to help leaders
and organisations thrive through change.
You can find out more about Paige’s work at drpaige.au.

https://drpaige.au/media/
http://www.drpaigewilliams/blog/
https://drpaige.au/


The AntiFragile Survey
Take the free AntiFragile Survey and in less than 10 minutes, you’ll 
be able to safely and confidentially:

- find out where you are on the AntiFragile continuum and how 
you can use my ROBUST principles framework to remove 
fragility and Become AntiFragile;

- immediately see your results – including your levels of 
AntiFragile Energy, Attitudes and Mindsets and the impact this 
is having for your wellbeing and performance;

- download your personalised results report packed with tips and 
questions to help guide your Becoming AntiFragile journey

You can take the AntiFragile Survey by clicking here.

Want more?

Research, Ideas and Resources
Learn more about my research and ideas and receive access to 
exclusive resources by signing up to my regular (but not too 
frequent!) newsletter, Leverage Points. This is my latest thinking, 
reading, research and resources straight to your Inbox. 
Just click here and fill in your details.

Becoming AntiFragile: Learning to Thrive through Disruption, 
Challenge and Change
Help your leaders to embrace change rather than resist it, to lean 
into challenge rather than avoid it, and to learn to thrive when times 
get tough. Packed with practical guiding principles based on the 
latest research in neuroscience, psychology and leadership this book 
gives leaders everything they need to become antifragile.  
Click here to order your copy

“I’ve stepped into this book after a role redundancy and a very hectic start 
to 2020 (as have many of us). I love the pivotal question this book 
challenges me to keep asking ‘how can I come out of this better than I went 
into it?’. How can I improve myself through this period and through this 
challenging period globally and find ways to continue to grow (not just 
bounce back!) Great timing. Great guidance. Great read.”
Nick W – Amazon Review

“This is such a great tool that not only provides insights into our current 
levels of antifragility as a leader, but importantly personalised tips to build 
our capacity to thrive in times of uncertainty and challenge.”
Vanessa, Senior Leader, Corporate Finance

https://theantifragilesurvey.com
https://drpaige.au/blog/#subscribe
https://drpaige.au/becoming-antifragile/


Please post, email, print and pass this document along for free to anyone you 
want to, as long as you make no changes or edits to its original content or digital 
format. In fact, I’d love you to. We reserve the right to bind it and sell it as a real 
book.

Copy this the right way.

This e-book is general in nature and not meant to replace any specific advice. 
Dr Paige Williams, its employees and contractors disclaim all and any liability to 
any persons whatsoever in respect of anything done by any person in reliance, 
whether in whole or part, on this e-book. 

We care, but you’re responsible.

© Dr Paige Williams 2023
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